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The Year 11 football team came up against Spen

Valley High School. BBG started off on top with

some excellent football on display, working the ball

through midfield with some impressive passing

moves. It didn't take long for the deadlock to be

broken when a swift move down the right saw a

cross from James Humphreys tapped in at the far

post by Hudson Rowan. BBG continued to dominate

possession and after 30 minutes another good move

down the right saw an Evan Popple cross be

whipped back to the penalty spot and Dylan Hamill

rose with a fantastic looping header into the top

corner. BBG continued with pressing the Spen

Valley defence but could not further capitalise on

their dominance. On the stroke of half time Spen

Valley got a free kick just inside the BBG half and it

was put into the box and nodded in at the far post.

The goal at the end of the half gave Spen Valley the

lift they needed and they came out in the second half

with intent. They were putting the BBG defence

under constant pressure in search of an equaliser,

but Oliver Thornton and Zaid Patel dealt with the

onslaught. The second half was evenly matched for

the majority but then with 10 minutes left to go,

Hudson chanced a shot from a narrow angle that

squeezed under the goal keeper. This relieved the

pressure and made Spen Valley have to push to get

back in the game. This opened up the field and

made them susceptible to the counter attack. Chris

Bumhira took full advantage of this and made it 4-1

with a low thunderbolt from distance into the bottom

corner. Final result was 4-1 and BBG Year 11

finished their school football on a high as the Spen

Valley Cup Champions. Hudson Rowan picked up

the player of the match award, but a huge

congratulations to all those that represented the

team this year and in years gone by.



The Year 10 team met Spen Valley in the final for a second consecutive year. BBG were well up for the game and wanted to
keep the trophy for another year. The game started how you would expect, scrappy, end to end, tight. BBG began to get a
hold of the game thanks to Jake Saville and Sam Booth in the middle of the park. BBG started to put some great play
together and worked the ball out wide for chances when the ball was crossed into the box. Spen couldn't do anything but
put the ball out for corners. Hayden Hartley saw 2 chances go narrowly wide. That would have been a great start to the
game. About 10 minutes later BBG were in again. Louie Sykes, Brandon Hudson and Evan McMillan all pressed and Louie
came out with the ball from the Spen back line. 1 on 1 there was only one winner, Louie put BBG 1-0 up and BBG began to
ease into the game. Just before the half Spen had a spell of chances, Olly Farrar made a brilliant 1 on 1 save that kept the
game at 1-0. Right before the half time whistle BBG crushed Spen’s spirits, Louie took the ball up the field, put it through
the legs of a defender, tied the keeper up and passed it into the empty net. 2-0 BBG and that was half time.

BBG were cruising. They were confident going into the second half. The next half followed the same script as the first.
Louie Sykes was causing the Spen back line problems and it wasn't long after until he scored his third. A great free kick that
the keeper couldn't get down to. BBG were well on top. Changes to the team saw Brandon Hudson give way for Oliver
Sykes and Evan for Alfie Davison. The changes made no difference and BBG continued their dominance by adding a 4th
through Louie again. After this, his job was done and he gave way, 3 last year and 4 this year. Outstanding performance.
MFG got 1 back to make it 4-1 but it wasn't finished there, Arlo had his say and scored the 5th. Final score 5-1 to BBG,
outstanding performance from all the players and a well deserved win.



The Year 8s met MFG in the final of the Spen valley cup. As the game started both teams were evenly matched

with MFG putting pressure on the BBG defence. Spencer Hartley and Charlie Turpin managed the pressure well

and kept MFG to long range shots only. As the first half continued it began to become more open, BBG were

getting more opportunities and Ajani saw some open shots at goal. Unfortunately the shots were either narrowly

wide or just over the bar. Towards the end of the half BBG were once again under pressure. A soft foul gave

MFG their opportunity. A free kick just on the right had side of the box saw the MFG midfielder strike the top right

hand corner of the net. An unbelievable strike that no one including Elliot in the BBG goal could do anything

about.

At half time BBG were well in the game, they were motivated to get the next goal and push on for the win.

BBG came out firing and looking to score the next goal. Constant pressure saw the MFG striker make some

fantastic saves. Unfortunately for BBG, none hit the net. After about 15 minutes of BBG pushing, MFG scored a

quick 2 goals within a few minutes. BBG’s heads were still held high and they continued to push. Some changes

to the team saw Jacob Shuttleworth come off after a brilliant half and Ethen Gartside come on as well as

changes in the midfield for Oakley Powles and Connor Britton. BBG continued to push but the game continued to

follow the same story line. No luck for BBG but MFG scored goals on the counter.

The final score, 6-0 MFG. It was a fantastic show of resilience for the BBG players and the game did not

represent the score line. Well done to MFG, see you next year.



Is this smile the expression you would expect to see on the face of someone who has just endured an 8 hour

operation? This is Megan Walker from Year 8 just a few hours after she had major surgery to correct the effects

of scoliosis.

Megan was diagnosed with Scoliosis at the age of 6

when she was at primary school. Her mum had first

started to realise that Megan’s skirts did not lie flat on

her hips, so took her to a doctor. She was monitored

for the next six years or so, as spine curvature often

changes through growth. As Megan grew, however,

the curve worsened to 73 degrees and she was told

that surgery was the only option for her.

The operation to correct the curve in Megan’s spine

was originally scheduled for December, but was

cancelled due to unavailability of an intensive care

bed. It was rearranged for February, but sadly had to

be re-arranged again, and finally took place this week.

In the operation, Megan had metal pins/bars attached

to a number of vertebrae in order to correct the curve.

She has already shocked her doctors and

physiotherapists by standing, sitting and walking, and

is hoping to be well enough to leave hospital in the

next few days. And the best thing? She has grown

three inches!!

Scoliosis is a condition which affects the spine. It can

affect anyone from babies to adults, but is most

commonly diagnosed between the ages of 10 and 15.

In scoliosis, the spine is curved to one side,

sometimes more seriously than others. In some milder

cases the curve can correct itself, or can be corrected

using a brace, but in some cases, like Megan’s,

surgery is needed. The causes of scoliosis are not

always clear. It can be hereditary, or can be caused by

an infection or injury, a birth defect or by previous

surgery during childhood. It can worsen with growth,

and can be painful or restrictive.

We are so proud of Megan and the resilience she has shown. To deal with being kept hanging on for months,

having the operation cancelled so many time, and then to bounce back from intensive surgery so quickly is so

typical of her positive attitude and resilience. She never complains and just gets on with things. We can’t wait to

see her back in school and to watch her dance again with Stuarts Stage School.

Well done Megan! Keep smiling- you are a true inspiration!

Before and after x-rays showing the curvature in 

Megan’s spine, and the pins to correct the curve.



Last weekend, Miss Sanderson ran the London Marathon and has so far has raised more than £1500 in

donations for the Jo Cox Foundation. We caught up with Miss Sanderson to find out a little bit more.

Why did you decide to take on this challenge of running the London Marathon?

I never thought I would ever run a marathon. It was never on my bucket list, and the furthest I had ever run

before this was about 10 miles. Mrs Luffman ran the virtual London Marathon last October and suggested that

we both enter the ballot for this year’s race. I agreed, but only because I knew that being successful in the ballot

is really rare. I know of people who have entered the ballot for 14 years and never got a place, so I thought I

would be pretty safe! I was wrong… I got a place on my first time of entering and Mrs Luffman didn’t! I was going

to decline it, but realised that it was a real opportunity - a privilege almost - to get a chance to run. Mrs Luffman,

who didn’t get a place has been my biggest supporter, and was there with Miss Williams, shouting and cheering

for me on the day.

What inspired you to fundraise for the Jo Cox Foundation?

I wanted to run for a charity that meant something to me; something that I had a connection to. I also wanted to

run for a charity that didn’t already have hundreds of people already fundraising for them, and a charity that had

a local connection.

BBG is Jo Cox’s constituency, and a lot of our students live in Birstall. I will always remember the afternoon when

the receptionist came into my classroom and asked the Birstall students to stay in school and wait to be collected

rather than walking home. Neither I nor the students had any idea why at the time, but of course we found out

later when we saw the dreadful news. It really brought home the fact that hatred and division were on the

doorstep for some of our children, and that I needed to do anything I could to show them the right way - to make

sure that they were never in doubt that we had more similarities than differences - quite literally that we have

more in common than that which divides us. We have taken part in the More in Common events at Oakwell Hall

as a school, and I have run the Run For Jo every year as part of our TeamBBG group. It just made sense that my

marathon should just be an even bigger Run For Jo.



What has been the most challenging part of marathon training?

I run at 5.30am almost every day. One of the most challenging parts

was training in the dark winter mornings. I trained in snow, ice, rain

and temperatures of -6 or 7. I got sprayed by a gritter numerous

times- that is really painful! Another challenge was finding places to

train near where I live. The hills of the Colne Valley are not very

friendly to little legs!

What were you most looking forward to on the day?

I couldn’t wait to get the job done. I didn’t set a goal time- I just

wanted to finish it. Then as the training started going well I decided

that my goal was to run every step without walking. I ran 21 miles in

training, and people kept telling me that the crowd would carry me for

the final five. I have to say, without the crowd, the last 2 miles would

have been pretty horrendous! My legs didn’t feel like they were part

of my body- I can only describe my running style as “shuffling”! I was

determined that I was going to run across the line though, and it was

the best feeling ever!

What advice or message would you give to other people thinking

of taking on a challenge in the future?

This was the biggest challenge I will ever undertake, but fundraising

for such a fantastic cause, and having the support of everyone back

at BBG gave me a real goal and impetus to keep going. Training for a

challenge is so much easier when you are doing it for someone else

and not just as a personal challenge, and knowing that so many

people had faith in me kept me going to the very end when my legs

were giving up on me!





Be sure to tag us on Twitter @bbgacademy when you’ve made your delicious meals!  

Some of the most straightforward supports for students as they prepare for exams are also the most

fundamental – sleep, food, relaxation. We can help you with FOOD – in our series showing you the Pixl ‘Power

to Perform’ recipes that are brain boosting AND delicious!



Very well done to Mrs Luffman and her Lafayettes for taking the win this week! And also, to the top 5 individual

points earners – how amazing are they?!?

And now that we are in Weeks 3&4 – let's not forget the MOST IMPROVED group, and individuals!



You will have

received

further communica-

tion from us today

asking for your help

in showing the

Pathfinders just how

#Proud we are of

them! Please do

take a bit of time

over the next week

to write a short

email, letter or note

to your child. You

can either reply to

the email, or bring in

a hard copy of the
letter to school.

All contributions

should be delivered

by Monday, 8th May
please!

Please email 

PathfindersLetters@BBGAcademy by 8th May!



Earth Day World 2023 

Reporter:
Cerys Barson

Earth Day was celebrated last week across the world, on the 22nd of April. Earth Day was

created to demonstrate support for environmental protection. The official theme this year

was ‘Invest in our Planet.’ Businesses, governments, and households were encouraged

to work together and make changes to make a difference.

The first ever Earth Day was held in America, in 1970, when twenty million people protested about environmental

issues that were being neglected. Some of these included polluted rivers, air pollution and oil spills. This led to

lots of changes, including many new environmental laws in America, and later, in other countries too.

Earth Day is a celebration of the planet, as well as a much-needed opportunity to talk about climate change and

how to take action to prevent it from worsening. The day is an opportunity for people to come together and raise

awareness about how vital it is that we take action to protect the planet. In previous years, many have taken part

in clean-ups and, protests, to highlight the importance of being sustainable and green.

Young people are some of the world’s most passionate leaders and want rapid change to help tackle the

problem of climate change. Higher temperatures and rising sea levels won’t affect the older generations, it will

impact the younger generations with most of their lives left to live. These are the students currently at BBG!

Despite this, it still seems that the older generation hold all the power, including large company bosses,

politicians and parents. If you are dedicated to this cause, then it would be a good idea to speak to the adults in

your house about being more sustainable. This could be things like:

• Using less energy- turning off lights and switches more

• Using less water- taking shorter showers or not leaving the tap running

• Hanging your washing out to dry instead of putting your clothes in a drier

• Recycle all the waste that you possibly can

• Use energy saving lightbulbs

• Buying energy efficient appliances

• Buying the food you can locally- this reduces food miles

• Buying and use a reusable bag, water bottle and straws

• Going paperless- get your receipts online to save paper

• Reusing paper

• Collecting rainwater- you can use this to water your plants

• Giving unwanted items to charity to recycle

• Growing your own fruit and vegetables at home- this reduces your carbon footprint

• Going meat free- this does not have to be all the time, even just once or twice a week can lessen the

impact on the environment

These are just a few of the ways you can help our planet! Even just a few of these changes can make a

significant impact. Remember to ask your parents about this first!

If everybody comes together and changes something in their lives, then together we can stop climate change

from worsening, therefore protecting our animals, our future generations and our planet.















This week all Year 8 students have carried on their studies in Contextual Curriculum. For example…

In R.S students have been looking at the demographics of different world religions and have examined how both

migration and religion have given rise to conflict in the world, such as between Hindus and Muslims in India.

In History students have started to look at 

migrants from the past, and how Medieval 

migrants, such as the Normans or Vikings, were 

powerful people who had big, long-term impacts 

on British culture.

In Geography students have been looking at push 

and pull factors; whether migrants leave a place 

because something is pushing them out, or because 

their destination, like the UK, pulls them in.

In Media students explored the media 

coverage of the evacuation of Sudan and 

how war can lead to the mass 

displacement of migrants and citizens 

alike.

However, the students noticed that the 

language used in these stories was 

different to that used in other conflicts and 

so next week students will be looking at 

how the language surrounding the 

Sudanese evacuation differs from the 

narrative we were reading during the start 

of the Ukrainian conflict in relation to 

evacuations, refugees and migration.



Year 10– Oracy Focus

The Speakers Trust - Speak and Be Heard

This week 62 Year 10 students took part in effective

communication workshops delivered by Dominic Waldron of the

Speakers Trust Organisation. The day was designed to

empower BBG students teaching them strategies and techniques

to build confidence when speaking in a range of scenarios

including college interviews, the workplace and in front of

audiences. Students were with their English teacher and class,

working in small groups and speaking in front of each other and

Dominic. Workshops took place on Wednesday and Thursday

this week.



Year 10 Fieldwork, Q Band

This Wednesday, 49 Year 10 students and 5 members of staff set off on our GCSE physical fieldwork trip to the

Holderness Coast, stopping at both Flamborough Head and Hornsea. Our enquiry question was to find out

whether hard engineering strategies at Hornsea help to control longshore drift. In our lessons next week

students will be starting to write up their findings.

*Please see Bulletin next week for an update on our P Band geography students.

First stop: Flamborough Head





Second stop: Hornsea 

Final stop: dinner time! 



Year 7 History: Henry VIII and The Reformation

As Year 7 students continue their ‘crash course’ of British history, they have now moved on from the Middle Ages

to Tudor and Stuart times. Students began with the question of ‘Why did Henry VIII divorce Catherine of Aragon,

which enabled development of this investigation into the reasons for the break from Rome. The Reformation was

the context of this and will serve as a one of the key building blocks for later GCSE study. Students were also

then able to evaluate how radical these religious reforms were and use their source skills to judge what Henry

VIII was really like.



JAYDEN COOPE
Always tries his best and 
is making great progress

ARABELLA COUBROUGH
A fantastic work ethic and 
shows tremendous care to 

her peers

CONGRATULATIONS 
T O  Y O U  A L L !

JAMIE DURRANT
Brilliant progress and 

always up for trying new 
things

MASON HARRISON
Working really hard in 

lessons and a great 
behaviour record

MUNIBA MAHMOOD
Lots of nominations in 
celebration assembly

LEXIE BROWN-HAIGH
Amazing progress and a 

wonderful friend to 
others

COOPER CRICK
Awesome enthusiasm 

and confidence



Oscar Hills

Oscar has had a fantastic restart to the half 
term. He is becoming more confident and this 

has been seen in lessons as well as around 
school. Well done! 

Tom Ewart

Tom helped with candidate tours with 
complete strangers, and acted with 

maturity, knowledge and 
professionalism 

Georgia Coulson

Outstanding attitude since returning 
from the half term. She has improved 

around school and in a number of
lessons. Well done Georgia, very proud. 

Keep up the great work! 



CERYS 

BARSON
For helping with the 

candidate tours for a new 

teacher, and her mature 

approach to meeting with 

the principal

OLIVIA PAYNE
For helping with the 

candidate tours for a new 

teacher

CHARLIE 

WALMSLEY
For overcoming his 

fear of heights during 

climbing

FREYA 

WRIGHT
For always being an 

attentive member of 

the form.  Quietly 

awesome 



SAM BOOTH    JAKE SAVILLE    LOUIE SYKES    OLLY FARRAR    JACK DAWSON

YEAR 9 ASSISTANCE
THEO DUFTON    ISAAC DALE

FOR WINNING THE SPEN 
VALLEY TOURNAMENT!

OLIVER WRIGHT    ALFIE DAVISON    HARRY SWAIN    BRANDON HUDSON
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STARS OF THE WEEK
ELLA O’BRIEN,  EMMA RATHMEL AND OWEN McGENN

NOMINATED BY MR ELCOCK

Ella has developed massively in confidence in science over the 
last half term. He attitude to her learning is outstanding and I 

often catch her teaching and coaching her peers too, amazing to 
see. It is brilliant to see and hear how proud she is of her revision 

and her increase in knowledge

Often very quiet in lesson but working exceptionally hard. He seems 
determined to succeed in his GCSEs and it is clear he is putting every 
effort into his revision. I am proud of the successes he has had this 

far and cannot wait to share in his success in the summer

Emma exemplifies what we 
have come to term ‘quietly 

awesome’. Her work ethic is 
outstanding and she appears to 
have struck the perfect work-

life balance. I am very proud of 
her progress to date and can 
see too that she is proud of 

herself









This fortnight celebrates Earth Day. The theme

for it is ‘Invest in our Planet’, but what does that

actually mean?

It could mean only buying clothes from

sustainable companies instead of ‘fast fashion’,

or litter picking instead of dropping it, growing a

garden rather than covering it with concrete.

These small acts can all form part of a bigger

picture.

Watch this spoken word piece MAN vs EARTH

it was originally created seven years ago. Do

you think humans have increased their

investment in the planet or not?

How does your response match this video

Earth Day 2023: Tipping Points? More people

are actively trying to reduce their carbon

footprint and protect the planet. What

school/local/national incentives can you think

of that help us to invest in our planet.

Marshall McLuhan was a Canadian

philosopher what does he mean in his quote

above? How does it link to Earth Day?

Discussion points

THOUGHT OF THE FORTNIGHT
Beginning 18 April 2023

FORTNIGHTLY EVENTS
National Early Years Teachers Day

Earth Day

Scream Day

Allergies Awareness Week

National DNA Day

EVENTS HAPPENING THIS 

MONTH
Stress Awareness Month

Parkinsons Awareness Month

Jazz Appreciation Month

IBS Awareness Month

Bowel Cancer Awareness Month

. THIS WEEK IN HISTORY

INVEST IN OUR PLANET SO 
YOU CAN HAVE A FUTURE

1906

The Great San Francisco earthquake topples buildings, 

killing thousands

2018

Kendrick Lamar becomes the first rapper to win the 

Pulitzer Prize

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrzbRZn5Ed4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZixelKjiTg




BBG ACADEMY

Available to all students

Fully washed and ironed 

Please contact reception

Options: 

Get new (used) items 

Swap for a larger/smaller size Donate old 

uniform

Please email: uniform@bbgacademy.com





Free online safety

resources and training

for parents







Harrison Taylor-

Mell

For being a leader for the 

year 8 football team in their 

cup final

Hayden Hartley

Outstanding performance 

at the Spen Valley finals. 

Great resilience that lead to 

a great team performance.

Jacob Shuttleworth

Great show of resilience 

and overall performance in 

the Spen Valley final. Great 

effort! Well done.

Hudson Rowan

Player of the match in the 
Spen Valley Cup final



Matilda Finn

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Olly Farrar

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Stevie Fisher

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Alexie Hulley

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.



Dalton Healy

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Olivia Baker

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Aoife Sugden

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Cameron Moss

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.



Sienna Kilner

Fantastic attitude 

towards moderation.

Estelle Williams

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.

Finlay Hubbard

Fantastic attitude 

towards moderation.

Tiana McCue

Fantastic attitude towards 

moderation.



Taryn Sykes

Brilliant resilience in high 

jump'

Imogen Atkinson

Fantastic attitude towards 

triple jump'

Alicja Wypych

Fantastic attitude towards 

triple jump

Isabella Smith

Brilliant resilience in high 

jump'



Beth Garside

Brilliant resilience in high 

jump'

Mary Turpin

Good attitude towards 

pre-option PE

Elle-May McIntyre

Good attitude towards 

pre-option PE

Skye Tobin

Fantastic attitude 

towards PE
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